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Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space such that its dual XU has the
 Ž .Kadec]Klee property, C a bounded closed convex subset of X, and T s T t : t g
w .40, ‘ a one-parameter nonlinear semigroup which is asymptotically nonexpansive
in the intermediate sense. We show that every continuous almost orbit of T is
weakly almost convergent to a common fixed point of T. A discrete version of our
main result is also included. Q 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is devoted to a mean ergodic theorem for nonlinear semi-
groups and mappings which are asymptotically nonexpansive in the inter-
mediate sense. The first results of this kind for nonexpansive semigroups
1
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w x Ž w x.were established by J.-B. Baillon and H. Brezis 3 see also 2 , N. Hirano
w x w x wand W. Takahashi 14 , and S. Reich 24]26 . See also, 12, 13, 18, 20, 21,
x w x23, 27]29, 31, 32 , and especially the very nice survey by R. E. Bruck 8 .
w xAn up-to-date bibliography can be found in 10 . Our main theorem
Ž .Theorem 4.1 improves upon a result proved by J. Garcıa Falset and the´
Ž w x.authors Theorem 4.5 in 10 for asymptotically nonexpansive semigroups
of Lipschitzian mappings. We also include a new mean ergodic theorem
Ž . w xfor the discrete case Theorem 5.3 . The Zarantonello inequality 33
Ž w x.rediscovered by J.-B. Baillon in 1 and the g-method due to R. E. Bruck
w x6, 8 , are basic tools in the proofs of almost all mean ergodic theorems for
asymptotically nonexpansive mappings. The main problem in the proofs of
our results is that we cannot use this method directly because our opera-
tors are not Lipschitzian. To overcome this difficulty we need a long
Ž .sequence of auxiliary lemmas and theorems see Section 3 . Only the first
w xthree lemmas are similar to those proved by H. Oka 22 for the iterates of
a mapping which is asymptotically nonexpansive in the intermediate sense
Ž w x.see also 15 .
2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper X is assumed to be a uniformly convex real
Banach space, C a nonempty bounded closed convex subset of X, and T a
mapping from C into itself. We denote by co M and by clco M the convex
Ž 4.hull and the closed convex hull of M ; X, respectively, and v xw n
stands for the set of all weak subsequential limits of a bounded sequence
 4x in X. The closed ball centered at 0 g X and of radius r ) 0 isn
denoted by B . We also putr
n
ny1D s l s l , . . . , l : l G 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , n , l s 1 .Ž . Ý1 n i i½ 5
is1
 Ž . w .4Let T s T t : t g 0, ‘ be a family of self-mappings of C. The family
T is said to be a nonlinear semigroup which is asymptotically nonexpansive
in the intermediate sense if the following conditions are satisfied:
Ž . Ž . w .i T t : C “ C is continuous for each t g 0, ‘ ;
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . w .ii T s q t x s T s T t x for all s, t g 0, ‘ and x g C;
Ž . Ž .iii T 0 s I;
Ž .iv The inequality
5 5) lim sup sup T t x y T t y y x y y F 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
t“‘ x , ygC
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holds;
Ž . Ž . w .v T t x is continuous in t g 0, ‘ for each x g C.
The notion of a mapping which is asymptotically nonexpansive in the
w xintermediate sense was introduced in 9 .
Ž .The set of common fixed points of the semigroup T is denoted by F T .
w . w xWe say that a function u: 0, ‘ “ C is an almost orbit of T 5 if
lim sup u t q s y T t u s s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /s“‘ w .tg 0, ‘
Ž .  Ž .4Let v u denote the set of all weak subsequential limits of u t asw t gw0, ‘.
t “ ‘.
Finally, recall that a Banach space is said to have the Kadec]Klee
Ž . w xproperty KK-property, for short 11 if whenever w-lim x s x withn n
5 5 5 5x “ x , it follows that lim x s x strongly.n n n
3. AUXILIARY LEMMAS AND THEOREMS
The common assumptions in the sequence of lemmas and theorems in
this section are as follows: X is a uniformly convex Banach space, C is a
 Ž . w .4bounded closed convex subset of X, T s T t : t g 0, ‘ is a one-param-
eter semigroup of self-mappings of C which is asymptotically nonexpansive
in the intermediate sense, and u is an almost orbit of T.
The first three lemmas and their proofs are analogous to the lemmas
w x Ž w x .given in 22 see also 15 for a correct proof of Lemma 3.1 and therefore
we omit their proofs here. Let us only mention that the convex approxima-
Ž . w xtion property of X = X where X is a uniformly convex Banach space 7
plays a crucial role in these proofs.
LEMMA 3.1. For e ) 0 there exist t ) 0 and d ) 0 such that ife 2, e
5 5 5 Ž . Ž . 5t G t , z , z g C, and if z y z y T t z y T t z F d , thene 1 2 1 2 1 2 2, e
T t l z q l z y l T t z y l T t z - eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
Ž . 1for all l s l , l g D .1 2
LEMMA 3.2. For e ) 0 and for each integer n G 2 there exist t ) 0 ande
d ) 0 where t is independent of n, such that if t G t , z , z , . . . , z g C,n, e e e 1 2 n
5 5 5 Ž . Ž . 5and if z y z y T t z y T t z F d for 1 F i, j F n, theni j i j n, e
n n
T t l z y l T t z - eŽ . Ž .Ý Ýi i k iž /
is1 is1
Ž . ny1for all l s l , l , . . . , l g D .1 2 n
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LEMMA 3.3. For e ) 0 and for each integer n G 2 there exist t ) 0 ande
d ) 0 where both t and d are independent of n, such that if t G t ,e e e e
5 5 5 Ž . Ž . 5z , z , . . . , z g C, and if z y z y T t z y T t z F d for 1 F i, j F1 2 n i j i j e
n, then
n n
T t l z y l T t z - eŽ . Ž .Ý Ýi i i iž /
is1 is1
Ž . ny1for all l s l , l , . . . , l g D .1 2 n
ŽNow we are ready to prove a theorem about the limit behavior in the
.norm of almost orbits.
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a uniformly con¤ex Banach space and T a
semigroup of self-mappings of a bounded closed con¤ex subset C of X which is
asymptotically nonexpansi¤e in the intermediate sense. Suppose that u and u1 2
Ž .are almost orbits of T, f , f g F T , and 0 F a F 1. Then the limits1 2
lim u t y u t ,Ž . Ž .1 2
t“‘
lim u t y f ,Ž .1 1
t“‘
and




u t q s y u t q sŽ . Ž .1 2
F u t q s y T t u s q T t u s y u t q sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2
q T t u s y T t u sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
X XF sup u t q s y T t u sŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1
X w .t g 0, ‘
X Xq sup u t q s y T t u sŽ . Ž . Ž .2 2
X w .t g 0, ‘
q T t u s y T t u s y u s y u sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
q u s y u s .Ž . Ž .1 2
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Ž .Therefore, by ) , we get
lim sup u t y u tŽ . Ž .1 2
t“‘
s lim sup u t q s y u t q sŽ . Ž .1 2
t“‘
X XF sup u t q s y T t u sŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1
X w .t g 0, ‘
X Xq sup u t q s y T t u sŽ . Ž . Ž .2 2
X w .t g 0, ‘
5 5q lim sup sup T t x y T t y y x y yŽ . Ž .Ž .
t“‘ x , ygC
q u s y u sŽ . Ž .1 2
X XF sup u t q s y T t u sŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1
X w .t g 0, ‘
X Xq sup u t q s y T t u sŽ . Ž . Ž .2 2
X w .t g 0, ‘
q u s y u sŽ . Ž .1 2
w .for each s g 0, ‘ . Next, applying the definition of an almost orbit we
obtain
lim sup u t y u t F lim inf u s y u s .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
s“‘t“‘
w .Since the constant function u : 0, ‘ “ C defined by3
u t s f , t G 0,Ž .3 1
is an almost orbit of T, it follows from the above that
lim u t y fŽ .1 1
t“‘
Ž .exists. Moreover, if f , f g F T and 0 F a F 1, then1 2
a u t q s q 1 y a f y fŽ . Ž .1 1 2
F a u t q s y T t u sŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1
q aT t u s q 1 y a f y T t a u s q 1 y a fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1 1
q T t a u s q 1 y a f y fŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 2
y a u s q 1 y a f y f q a u s q 1 y a f y fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 1 1 2
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X XF a sup u t q s y T t u sŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1
X w .t g 0, ‘
q aT t u s q 1 y a f y T t a u s q 1 y a fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1 1
q T t a u s q 1 y a f y fŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 2
y a u s q 1 y a f y f q a u s q 1 y a f y f .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 1 1 2
3.1Ž .
For a given e ) 0, let d ) 0 be taken from Lemma 3.1. There exists s2, e 0
such that for s ) s and for an arbitrary t,0
u s y f y T t u s y f F d .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1 2, e
Indeed,
u s y f y T t u s y fŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1
F u s y f y u s q t y f q T t u s y u t q sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1
F u s y f y u s q t y fŽ . Ž .1 1 1 1
X Xq sup T t u s y u t q sŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1
X w .t g 0, ‘
and it is sufficient to apply the definition of an almost orbit and the fact
that
lim u s y fŽ .1 1
s“‘
Ž . Žexists. Returning to 3.1 , we observe that for s ) s and t ) t see0 e
.Lemma 3.1 we have
X Xa u t q s q 1 y a f y f F a sup u t q s y T t u sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 1 1
X w .t g 0, ‘
q T t a u s q 1 y a f y fŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 2
y a u s q 1 y a f y fŽ . Ž .1 1 2
q a u s q 1 y a f y f q e .Ž . Ž .1 1 2
Ž .Hence, by ) , we get
lim sup a u t q 1 y a f y fŽ . Ž .1 1 2
t“‘
s lim sup a u t q s q 1 y a f y fŽ . Ž .1 1 2
t“‘
X XF a sup u t q s y T t u sŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1
X w .t g 0, ‘
q a u s q 1 y a f y f q eŽ . Ž .1 1 2
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for s ) s . Therefore directly from the definition of an almost orbit we0
obtain
lim sup a u t q 1 y a f y fŽ . Ž .1 1 2
t“‘
F lim inf a u s q 1 y a f y f q e ,Ž . Ž .1 1 2
s“‘
and since e ) 0 is arbitrary we see that
lim sup a u t q 1 y a f y fŽ . Ž .1 1 2
t“‘
F lim inf a u s q 1 y a f y f ,Ž . Ž .1 1 2
s“‘
which yields the claimed result.
To prove the next theorem we need the following lemma also.
LEMMA 3.4. Let X be a uniformly con¤ex Banach space and T a semi-
group of self-mappings of a bounded closed con¤ex subset C of X which is
asymptotically nonexpansi¤e in the intermediate sense. Suppose that u is a
w .continuous almost orbit of T. Then u is uniformly continuous on 0, ‘ .
Proof. Let e ) 0 be arbitrary. One can choose s ) 0 such that for all0
u, ¤ g C and s G s ,0
e




sup u t q s y T t u s - .Ž . Ž . Ž .
4w .tg 0, ‘
w xNext, since u is uniformly continuous on 0, 2 s q 1 there is a positive0
d - 1 such that
e
Xu s y u s -Ž . Ž .
4
X w x < X < Xfor s, s g 0, 2 s q 1 with s y s - d . Now suppose s, s G 0 are such0
that 0 - sX y s - d . If s F 2 s , then sX F 2 s q 1 and hence0 0
e
u s9 y u s - - e .Ž . Ž .
4
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If s ) 2 s , then0
X X Xu s y u s F u s y T s y s u s y s q sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
Xq T s y s u s y s q s y T s y s u sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0
q T s y s u s y u sŽ . Ž . Ž .0 0
e e e
X- q u s y s q s y u s q q - e .Ž . Ž .0 04 4 4
Now we prove an inequality which will play a role similar to that of the
Ž w x.g-inequality in the Bruck method see also Lemma 2.6 in 31 .
THEOREM 3.2. Let X be a uniformly con¤ex Banach space and T a
semigroup of self-mappings of a bounded closed con¤ex subset C of X which is
asymptotically nonexpansi¤e in the intermediate sense. Suppose that u is a
continuous almost orbit of T. For any e ) 0 and t ) 0 there exists R ) 0e , t
such that for all h G R , r G R , and t ) 0,e , t e , t
1 1t t
T h u r q t dt y T h u r q t dt - e .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hž /t t0 0
In particular, for each t ) 0 there exists r ) 0 such thatt
1 1 1t t
T h u r q t dt y T h u r q t dt - 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hž /t t t0 0
for all h, r G r .t
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, for a given e ) 0 there exists
0 - d - der6
X e XŽ . 5 Ž . Ž .5 < <d is taken from Lemma 3.3 such that u t y u t - if t y t -er6 6
w xd . Let 0 s t - t - ??? - t s t be a partition of 0, t with n G 2 and0 1 n tt
Dt s t y t - d for i s 1, 2, . . . , n . Theni i iy1 t
nt1 1t
u r q t dt y u r q t DtŽ . Ž .ÝH i it t0 is1
nt t1 ei
F u r q t y u r q t dt - .Ž . Ž .Ý H it 6t iy1is1
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Since the semigroup T is assumed to be asymptotically nonexpansive in
the intermediate sense, there exists RX such thate
e
5 5T h ¤ y T h w - ¤ y w qŽ . Ž .
6
for every ¤ , w g C and h G RX . Hencee
nt1 1 t
T h u r q t Dt y T h u r q t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Hi iž /t t 0is1
nt t1 i
F T h u r q t y T h u r q t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý H it t iy1is1
nt t1 e ei
- u r q t y u r q t q dt -Ž . Ž .Ý H iž /t 6 3t iy1is1
X ˜for h G R . Since u is an almost orbit, there exists R ) 0 such thate e , t
der3
sup u r q h y T h u r -Ž . Ž . Ž .
3hG0
Ž .and see Theorem 3.1





˜for r G R and 1 F i, j F n . It then follows thate , t t
u r q t y u r q t y T h u r q t y T h u r q tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .j i j i
F u r q t y u r q t y u r q h q t y u r q h q tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .j i j i
q u r q h q t y T h u r q tŽ . Ž .Ž .j j
q u r q h q t y T h u r q tŽ . Ž . Ž .i i
- der3
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˜ Žfor r G R and 0 - i, j F n . This in turn implies see Lemma 3.3}nowe , t t
Y .we denote t by Rer3 e
n nt t1 1 e
T h u r q t Dt y T h u r q t Dt -Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýi i i iž / ž /t t 3is1 is1
˜ Yfor r G R and h G R . Next, we havee , t e
nt1 1t
T h u r q t dt y T h u r q t DtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝH i iž / ž /t t0 is1
nt1 1 et




for h G RX . Finally, we gete
1 1t t
T h u r q t dt y T h u r q t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hž /t t0 0
nt1 1t
F T h u r q t dt y T h u r q t DtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝH i iž / ž /t t0 is1
nt1
q T h u r q t DtŽ . Ž .Ý i iž /t is1
nt1
y T h u r q t DtŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý i iž /t is1
nt1 1 t
q T h u r q t Dt y T h u r q t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Hi iž /t t 0is1
e e e
- q q s e
3 3 3
X Y ˜Ž .for all h G R and r G R , where R s max R , R , R . To get thee , t e , t e , t e e e , t
second inequality it is sufficient to set
r s R .t 1r t , t
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Ž .Remark 3.1. Without loss of generality see the proof of Theorem 3.2
we will assume in the following that
lim r s ‘.t
t“‘
Let us observe that in place of r we can take arbitrary rX G r .t t t
The theorem just established allows us to prove the next four lemmas
which are crucial in the proof of our main theorem. The common assump-
tions in this sequence of lemmas are as follows: X is a uniformly convex
Banach space, C is a nonempty bounded closed convex subset of X, T is a
one-parameter semigroup of self-mappings of C which is asymptotically
nonexpansive in the intermediate sense, u is a continuous almost orbit of
 4T, and r is the family of positive real numbers appearing in Theoremt t ) 0
3.2.
Ž .  X4LEMMA 3.5. For each f g F T and any family r of real numbers sucht
that rX G r for t ) 0,t t
1 t Xlim u r q t dt y fŽ .H ttt“‘ 0
exists and
1 1t tXlim u r q t dt y f s lim u r q t dt y f .Ž . Ž .H Ht tt tt“‘ t“‘0 0
Žw x.Proof. We have the identity 27
p1 1 1t t
u t q h dt s u t q h q h dh dt q g t , p , h , 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H Hž /t t p0 0 0
where
p1
g t , p , h s p y h u h q h y u h q h q t dhŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Htp 0
for t, p ) 0 and h G 0. This implies that
s1 1 1tqs tqsX Xu r q t dt s u t q h q r dh dtŽ . Ž .H H Htqs tqsž /t q s t q s s0 0 0
q g t q s, s, rXŽ .tqs
for t, s ) 0. Assume now that
t ) rX .s
KACZOR, KUCZUMOW, AND REICH12
If




X 6g t q s, s, r F s y h dh s 0.Ž . Ž .Htqs t“‘s t q s t q sŽ . 0
Next, we observe that
s1 1tqs Xu t q h q r dh dt y fŽ .H H tqsž /t q s s0 0
Xr s1 1s XF u t q h q r y f dh dtŽ .Ž .H H tqst q s s0 0
s1 1tqs Xq u t q h q r y f dh dtŽ .Ž .H H tqsXt q s sr 0s
s I q I .1 2
One can easily see that
Xr s1 1s XI s u t q h q r y f dh dtŽ .Ž .H H1 tqst q s s0 0
2 MrXs 6F 0.
t“‘t q s
For t G rX , sets
h s rX y rX q t .t , s tqs s
Consequently,
h G rXt , s tqs
and
X 6 X 6h G r ‘, h G r ‘ 3.4Ž .t , s tqs t , s tqs s“‘t“‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .uniformly in s in t, respectively . Fix e ) 0. By ) and 3.4 , there exists
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and
e
5 5T h ¤ y T h w - ¤ y w q . 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž .t , s t , s 2
Ž . ˜Now we fix s ) s for a moment. By 3.4 there exists t ) 0 such that˜
h ) rXt , s s
Ž . Ž . Ž .˜for all t ) t. Therefore, by 3.2 , 3.5 , and 3.6 ,
s1
Xu t q h q r y f dhŽ .Ž .H tqss 0
s s1 1
X XF u h q r q h dh y T h u r q h dhŽ . Ž . Ž .H Ht , s s t , s sž /s s0 0
s s1 1
X Xq T h u r q h dh y T h u r q h dhŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Ht , s s t , s sž /s s0 0
s1
Xq T h u r q h dh y fŽ . Ž .Ht , s sž /s 0
s1
X XF u h q r q h y T h u r q h dhŽ . Ž . Ž .H t , s s t , s ss 0
s s1 1
X Xq T h u r q h dh y T h u r q h dhŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Ht , s s t , s sž /s s0 0
s1 e
Xq u r q h dh y f qŽ .H sž /s 20
s1 1
X XF u h q r q h y T h u r q h dh qŽ . Ž . Ž .H t , s s t , s ss s0
s1 e
Xq u r q h dh y f qŽ .H sž /s 20
s1
X XF u h q r q h y T h u r q h dhŽ . Ž . Ž .H t , s s t , s ss 0
s1
Xq u r q h dh y f q eŽ .H sž /s 0
F sup u h q r y T h u rŽ . Ž . Ž .
XhG0, rGrs
s1
Xq u r q h dh y f q eŽ .H sž /s 0
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X ˜for t G r and for all t ) t. Hence we see thats
s1 1tqs Xlim sup I s lim sup u t q h q r y f dh dtŽ .Ž .H H2 tqst q s sr 0t“‘ t“‘ s
F sup u h q r y T h u rŽ . Ž . Ž .
XhG0, rGrs
s1
Xq u r q h dh y f q eŽ .H sž /s 0
for all s ) s. Consequently, for all s ) s we have˜ ˜
1 t Xlim sup u r q t dt y fŽ .H tt 0t“‘
1 tqs Xs lim sup u r q t dt y fŽ .H tqst q s 0t“‘
F sup u h q r y T h u rŽ . Ž . Ž .
XhG0, rGrs
s1
Xq u r q h dh y f q e .Ž .H sž /s 0
Now, it is sufficient to observe that the definition of an almost orbit
implies that
6
sup u h q r y T h u r 0Ž . Ž . Ž . s“‘XhG0, rGrs
and therefore
s1 1t X Xlim sup u r q t dt y f F lim inf u r q h dh y f q e .Ž . Ž .H Ht sž /t ss“‘0 0t“‘
Since e ) 0 is arbitrary, this concludes the proof of Lemma 3.5.
Ž .COROLLARY 3.1. For each f g F T and e¤ery e ) 0 there exists t ) 00
such that
1 1t lXu h q r dh y f y lim u h q r dh y f - eŽ . Ž .H Ht lt ll“‘0 0
 X4 Xfor all t ) t and all families r of real numbers with r G r for t ) 0.0 t t t
LEMMA 3.6. For e¤ery h ) 0 and r G 0,
1 1t t
lim T h u r q t dt y u r q t dt s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .H Ht tt“‘ 0 0
Proof. Let
5 5M s sup x .
xgC
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For fixed h ) 0, r G 0, and t ) h we have
1 1t t
T h u r q t dt y u r q t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .H Ht t0 0
1 t
F T h u r q t y u h q r q t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ht 0
1 t t
q u h q r q t dt y u r q t dtŽ . Ž .H Ht 0 0
1 t ˜ ˜F sup T h u r q t y u h q r q t dtŽ .Ž . Ž .H ž /t 0 h˜G0
1 h
q u t q r q t y u r q t dtŽ . Ž .Ht 0
1 2hMt 6˜ ˜F sup T h u r q t y u h q r q t dt q 0Ž .Ž . Ž .H ž / t“‘t t0 h˜G0
and the proof is complete.
 X4LEMMA 3.7. For h ) 0 and any family r of real numbers such thatt
rX G r for t ) 0,t t
1 1t tX Xlim T h u r q t dt y u r q t dt s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .H Ht tt tt“‘ 0 0
Proof. Indeed, we have
1 1t tX XT h u r q t dt y u r q t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .H Ht tt t0 0
1 t X XF T h u r q t y u h q r q t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .H t tt 0
1 t tX Xq u h q r q t dt y u r q t dtŽ . Ž .H Ht tt 0 0
1 t X X˜ ˜F sup T h u r q t y u h q r q t dtŽ .Ž . Ž .H t tž /t 0 h˜G0
1 h X Xq u t q r q t y u r q t dtŽ . Ž .H t tt 0
1 2hMt X X 6˜ ˜F sup T h u r q t y u h q r q t dt q 0.Ž .Ž . Ž .H t tž / t“‘t t0 h˜G0
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Ž .LEMMA 3.8. For each f , f g F T and 0 F a F 1,1 2
1 t Xlim a u r q t dt q 1 y a f y fŽ . Ž .H t 1 2tt“‘ 0
 X4 Xexists for e¤ery family r of real numbers such that r G r for t G 0.t t t
Žw x.Proof. We will apply once again the following identity 27 :
p1 1 1t t
u t q h dt s u t q h q h dh dt q g t , p , h ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H H Hž /t t p0 0 0
where
p1
g t , p , h s p y h u h q h y u h q h q t dhŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Htp 0
for t, p ) 0 and h G 0. Using this identity we see that
1 tqs Xu t q r dtŽ .H tqst q s 0
s1 1tqs X Xs u t q h q r dh dt q g t q s, s, r .Ž . Ž .H H tqs tqsž /t q s s0 0
Assume that
t ) rX .s
Setting




X 6g t q s, s, r F s y h dh s 0.Ž . Ž .Htqs t“‘s t q s t q sŽ . 0
Next, we have
s1 1tqs Xa u t q h q r dh dt q 1 y a f y fŽ . Ž .H H tqs 1 2ž /t q s s0 0
Xr s1 1s XF a u t q h q r q 1 y a f y f dh dtŽ . Ž .H H tqs 1 2ž /t q s s0 0
s1 1tqs Xq a u t q h q r q 1 y a f y f dh dtŽ . Ž .H H tqs 1 2X ž /t q s sr 0s
s I q I .1 2
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Let us note that
rXs 6
5 5 5 5I F M q f q f 0.Ž .1 1 2 t“‘t q s
Assume now that t G rX and sets
h s rX y rX q t .t , s tqs s
Then
h G rXt , s tqs
and therefore
X 6 X 6h G r ‘, h G r ‘ 3.7Ž .t , s tqs t , s tqs s“‘t“‘
Ž .uniformly in s in t, respectively . Next we define for s ) 0,
C s s sup u h q r y T h u r : h G 0, r G r . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . s
It is obvious that
6
C s 0. 3.8Ž . Ž .s“‘
eŽ .Let us fix e ) 0 and let 0 - d - min d , , where d is as in Lemmaer2 e r23
3.3. By Corollary 3.1 there exists s such that for all s ) s,˜ ˜
s1 1 dlXu h q r dh y f y lim u h q r dh y f - 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hs 1 l 1s l 3l“‘0 0
and
s1 1 dlXu h q h q r dh y f y lim u h q r dh y f - .Ž . Ž .H Ht , s s 1 l 1s l 3l“‘0 0
3.10Ž .
Ž .Next, without loss of generality, by 3.8 we can also assume that for s ) s,˜
1 d
q C s - . 3.11Ž . Ž .
s 3
Ž . Ž . ˜Fix s ) s for a moment. By ) and 3.7 there exists t ) 0 such that˜
h ) rXt , s s
and
e
5 5T h ¤ y T h w - ¤ y w qŽ . Ž .t , s t , s 3
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Ž . Ž . Ž .˜for every ¤ , w g C and t ) t. Consequently, by 3.9 , 3.10 , and 3.11 for
˜this s and each t ) t we obtain
s s1 1
X Xu h q r dh y f y T h u h q r dh y T h fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hs 1 t , s s t , s 1ž /s s0 0
s1 1 lXF u h q r dh y f y lim u h q r dh y fŽ . Ž .H Hs 1 l 1s ll“‘0 0
s s1 1
X Xq T h u h q r dh y T h u h q r dhŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Ht , s s t , s sž /s s0 0
s1
X Xq T h u h q r y u h q h q r dhŽ . Ž . Ž .H t , s s t , s ss 0
s1 1l Xq lim u h q r dh y f y u h q h q r dh y fŽ . Ž .H Hl 1 t , s s 1l sl“‘ 0 0
d 1 d
F q q C s q - d - d .Ž . er23 s 3
Next, applying Theorem 3.2, Lemma 3.3, and the above conditions and
inequalities, we arrive at
s1
Xa u t q h q r dh q 1 y a f y fŽ . Ž .H tqs 1 2s 0
s1
Xs a u h q h q r dh q 1 y a f y fŽ . Ž .H t , s s 1 2s 0
s1
X XF a u h q h q r y T h u h q r dhŽ . Ž . Ž .H t , s s t , s ss 0
s s1 1
X Xq a T h u h q r dh y T h u h q r dhŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Ht , s s t , s sž /s s0 0
s1
Xq aT h u h q r dh q 1 y a T h fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ht , s s t , s 1ž /s 0
s1
XyT h a u h q r dh q 1 y a fŽ . Ž . Ž .Ht , s s 1ž /s 0
s1
Xq T h a u h q r dh q 1 y a f y fŽ . Ž . Ž .Ht , s s 1 2ž /s 0
s1 e 1
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It then follows that
s1 1tqs Xlim sup I s lim sup a u t q h q rŽ .H H2 tqsX žt q s sr 0t“‘ t“‘ s
q 1 y a f y f dh dtŽ . 1 2 /
s1 1
XF a C s q a q e q a u h q r dh q 1 y a f y fŽ . Ž . Ž .H s 1 2s s 0
for s ) s and hence˜
1 t Xlim sup a u h q r dh q 1 y a f y fŽ . Ž .H t 1 2t 0t“‘
s1
XF lim inf a u h q r dh q 1 y a f y f q e .Ž . Ž .H s 1 2ss“‘ 0
Since e ) 0 is arbitrary, we obtain
1 t Xlim sup a u h q r dh q 1 y a f y fŽ . Ž .H t 1 2t 0t“‘
s1
XF lim inf a u h q r dh q 1 y a f y f ,Ž . Ž .H s 1 2ss“‘ 0
which concludes the proof of Lemma 3.8.
Directly from Lemma 3.8 we arrive at the following corollary.
Ž .COROLLARY 3.2. For each f , f g F T and 0 F a F 1,1 2
1 t Xlim a u r q t dt q 1 y a f y fŽ . Ž .H t 1 2tt“‘ 0
1 t
s lim a u r q t dt q 1 y a f y fŽ . Ž .H t 1 2tt“‘ 0
 X4 Xfor all families r of real numbers such that r G r for t ) 0.t t t
w xFinally, we recall that F. E. Browder 4 proved the demiclosedness
principle for nonexpansive mappings in uniformly convex Banach spaces.
We now extend Browder’s principle to nonlinear semigroups which are
Ž w xasymptotically nonexpansive in the intermediate sense see also 27 and
w x.30 .
THEOREM 3.3. Let X be a uniformly con¤ex Banach space, C a closed
bounded con¤ex subset of X, and T a semigroup of self-mappings of C which
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 4is asymptotically nonexpansi¤e in the intermediate sense. If x is a net inb b g L
C con¤erging weakly to x and if
lim lim sup x y T t x s 0,Ž .b bž /t“‘ bgL
Ž . w . Ž Ž ..then T t x s x for all t g 0, ‘ in other words, x g F T .
Proof. We shall show that
lim T t x y x s 0.Ž .
t“‘
Ž .We choose t and d as in Lemma 3.3. By ) and by our hypothesiser5 e r5
Ž . Ž .there exists t e such that if t G t e then1 1
e
5 5T t u y T t ¤ y u y ¤ -Ž . Ž .
5
for all u, ¤ g C and
1
lim sup x y T t x - d .Ž .b b e r52bgL
Hence there exists b g L such thate , t
1
x y T t x - dŽ .b b e r52
X 1 eŽ . Xfor b G b . Put e s min d , . Now we can also take t ) 0. Lete , t e r5 e2 5
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .  4Xt e s max t , t e , t and let t G t e . Since x g clco x : b G b ,2 e r5 1 e 2 b e , t
there exists a sequence
ln




lim l x s x .Ý n , i b Žn , i.
n“‘ is1
Since
x y x y T t x y T t xŽ . Ž .b Žn , i. b Žn , j. b Žn , i. b Žn , j.
F x y T t x q x y T t x F dŽ . Ž .b Žn , i. b Žn , i. b Žn , j. b Žn , j. e r5
for 1 F i, j F l , Lemma 3.3 implies thatn
l ln n e
T t l x y l T t x - .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn , i b Žn , i. n , i b Žn , i.ž / 5is1 is1
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There is also N G 1 such thatt, e
ln e
l x y x -Ý n , i b Žn , i. 5is1
for all n G N . Since x g C, the combination of the above inequalitiest, e
gives
ln
T t x y x F T t x y T t l xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ý n , i b Žn , i.ž /is1
l ln n
q T t l x y l T t xŽ . Ž .Ý Ýn , i b Žn , i. n , i b Žn , i.ž /is1 is1
ln
q l T t x y xŽ .Ž .Ý n , i b Žn , i. b Žn , i.
is1
ln
q l x y x - eÝ n , i b Žn , i.
is1
Ž .whenever n G N and t G t e . This shows thatt, e 2
T t x y x - eŽ .
Ž .for t G t e and therefore2
lim T t x s x .Ž .
t“‘
By continuity of the semigroup T we get
T s x s T s lim T t x s lim T s T t x s lim T s q t x s xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /
t“‘ t“‘ t“‘
for each s G 0.
4. MAIN RESULT
w xOur main result stems from the following lemma proved in 10 . The
idea of this lemma and its proof are due to J. Garcıa Falset.´
LEMMA 4.1. Let X be a uniformly con¤ex Banach space such that its dual
U  4X has the KK-property. Suppose x is a bounded sequence such thatn
lim a x q 1 y a f y fŽ .n 1 2
n“‘
w x Ž 4. Ž 4.exists for all a g 0, 1 and f , f g v x . Then v x is a singleton.1 2 w n w n
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Let C be a nonempty bounded subset of a uniformly convex Banach
w xspace X. Following Lorentz 19 , we say that a continuous function u:
w .0, ‘ “ C is weakly almost convergent to some element y g X if
1 t
w- lim u h q t dt s yŽ .Htt“‘ 0
Ž w x.uniformly in h G 0 cf. 26 .
THEOREM 4.1. Let X be a uniformly con¤ex Banach space such that X U
has the KK-property, C a bounded closed con¤ex subset of X, and T s
 Ž . w .4T t : t g 0, ‘ a one-parameter semigroup of self-mappings of C which is
asymptotically nonexpansi¤e in the intermediate sense. Then e¤ery continuous
Ž .almost orbit u of T is weakly almost con¤ergent to some y g F T .
Proof. First, by Lemma 3.7 and Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 each weak
1 Xt Ž . 4subsequential limit of H u r q t dt is a fixed point of T. Next, by0 tt
1 Xt Ž . 4Corollary 3.2 and Lemma 4.1 we see that H u r q t dt is weakly0 tt
Ž .  X4convergent to some y g F T which is independent of the choice of r .t
Therefore
1 t
w- lim u r q h q t dt s yŽ .H ttt“‘ 0
uniformly in h G 0. To conclude the proof it is sufficient to apply the
decomposition
s1
u h q t dtŽ .Hs 0
r s1 atqrt ts u h q t dt q u h q t dt q u h q t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .H H H½ 5s 0 r atqrt t
ay1r1 tt
s u h q t dt q u r q jt q h q t dtŽ . Ž .ÝH H t½s 0 0js0
s
q u h q t dt ,Ž .H 5atqrt
where s s at q r q b, 0 F b - t.t
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5. THE DISCRETE CASE
In this section we present an analog of Theorem 4.1 for the case of a
single mapping. First we recall a few definitions.
Let C be a nonempty subset of a Banach space X. If T : C “ C is
continuous and
5 n n 5 5 5lim sup sup T x y T y y x y y F 0,Ž .
n“‘ x , ygC
then T is said to be asymptotically nonexpansive in the intermediate sense
w x9 .
Ž .If T is a self-mapping of C, then F T will always denote the set of
fixed points of T.
Recall that if X is a uniformly convex Banach space and T is a
self-mapping of a bounded closed convex subset C of X which is asymp-
Ž . Žw x.totically nonexpansive in the intermediate sense, then F T / B 16 .
 4A sequence x in C is called an almost orbit of a mapping T :m mG 0
C “ C if
k5 5lim sup x y T x s 0mq k m
m“‘ kG0
w x5 .
 4A sequence x in a Banach space X is said to be weakly almostm mG 0
1 ny1convergent to x g X if Ý x converges weakly, as n “ ‘, to x,is0 iqkn
Žw x.uniformly in k 5, 19, 25 .
To prove a mean ergodic theorem for a mapping which is asymptotically
nonexpansive in the intermediate sense we need to modify in a suitable
way all the lemmas and theorems from Sections 3 and 4. Moreover, in
Ž . Žw x.place of 3.3 we have to use the equality 17
py1ny1 ny11 1 1
x s x q g n , p , k ,Ž .Ý Ý Ýiqk iqjqkž /n n pis0 is0 js0
where
py11
g n , p , k s p y j x y x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý jqky1 jqkqny1np js1
As an example we will present the proof of an analog of Theorem 3.2. First
we recall two known lemmas.
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Žw x.LEMMA 5.1 15, 22 . For each e ) 0 there exist N G 1 and d ) 0e 2, e
5 5 5 k k 5such that if k G N , z , z g C, and z y z y T z y T z F d ,e 1 2 1 2 1 2 2, e
then
k k kT l z q l z y l T z y l T z - eŽ .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
Ž . 1for all l s l , l g D .1 2
Žw x.LEMMA 5.2 22 . For each e ) 0 and for each integer n G 2 there exist
N ) 0 and d ) 0, where both N and d are independent of n, such that ife e e e
5 5 5 k k 5k G N , z , z , . . . , z g C, and z y z y T z y T z F d for 1 F i, je 1 2 n i j i j e
F n, then
n n
k kT l z y l T z - eÝ Ýi i i iž /
is1 is1
Ž . ny1for all l s l , l , . . . , l g D .1 2 n
We will also apply the following theorem.
Žw x.THEOREM 5.1 22 . Let X be a uniformly con¤ex Banach space and T a
self-mapping of a bounded closed con¤ex subset C of X which is asymptotically
 4  4nonexpansi¤e in the intermediate sense. Suppose that x and ym mG 0 m mG 0
Ž .are almost orbits of T , f , f g F T , and 0 F a F 1. Then the limits1 2
5 5lim x y y ,m m
m“‘
5 5lim x y f ,m 1
m“‘
and
lim a x q 1 y a f y fŽ .m 1 2
m“‘
exist.
Now we are ready to prove the following discrete analog of Theorem 3.2.
THEOREM 5.2. Let X be a uniformly con¤ex Banach space and T a
self-mapping of a bounded closed con¤ex subset C of X which is asymptotically
 4nonexpansi¤e in the intermediate sense. Suppose that x is an almostm mG 0
orbit of T. Then for any e ) 0 and n G 1 there exists M G 1 such that fore , n
all k G M and m G M ,e , n e , n
ny1 ny11 1
k kT x y T x - e .Ý Ýiqm iqmž /n nis0 is0
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In particular, for each n G 1 there exists m G 1 such thatn
ny1 ny11 1 1
k kT x y T x -Ý Ýiqm iqmž /n n nis0 is0
for all k, m G m .n
 4Proof. Let e ) 0. Since x is an almost orbit, there exists m G˜m mG 0 e , n
1 such that
dek5 5sup x y T x -mq k m 3kG0
Ž .and see Theorem 5.1
de
5 5 5 5sup x y x y x y x -mq j mqi mqjqk mqiqk 3kG0
for m G m and 0 F i, j F n y 1. It then follows that˜ e , n
5 5 5 k k 5x y x y T x y T xmq j mqi mqj mqi
5 5 5 5F x y x y x y xmq j mqi mqjqk mqiqk
5 k 5 5 k 5q x y T x q x y T xmq jqk mqj mqiqk mqi
- de
Žfor m G m and 0 - i, j F n y 1. This implies see Lemma 5.2}now we˜ e , n
.denote N by m thate e
ny1 ny11 1
k kT x y T x - eÝ Ýmq i mqiž / ž /n nis0 is0
for m G m and k G m . Hence we get˜ e , n e
ny1 ny11 1
k kT x y T x - eÝ Ýmq i mqiž / ž /n nis0 is0
Ž .for all k G M and m G M , where M s max m , m . To obtain˜e , n e , n e , n e e , n
the second inequality it is sufficient to set
m s M .n 1r n , n
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We conclude this paper by stating our discrete analog of Theorem 4.1.
We intend to present its complete proof elsewhere.
THEOREM 5.3. Let X be a uniformly con¤ex Banach space such that X U
has the KK-property, C a bounded closed con¤ex subset of X, and T : C “ C a
mapping which is asymptotically nonexpansi¤e in the intermediate sense. Then
 4e¤ery almost orbit x of T is weakly almost con¤ergent to somem mG 0
Ž .y g F T .
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